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CEO Overview
As 2010 is coming to an end, we can
summarize it as a year when Sigma Kudos
has grown substantially in size in China
and Hungary. The effects of the financial
crisis hitting our customers hard in 2008
and in 2009 are almost gone. The financial
stimulation packages in the EU, USA, and
China have boosted the world economy,
which, in turn, has fast recovered.
Next year looks promising as far as we can
forecast, getting to what will most probably
be a very good start. There is financial
turbulence in many large economies at the

country level within the EU, which may slow
down consumption and, as a consequence,
reduce the industry’s need for services.
However, this is not the case for the moment,
and our portfolio of services has more than
once proved to be stable in hard times.
I am satisfied with our performance in 2010
and looking forward to next year with an
increase in our ambition to grow and secure
our market position.

2011 budget set
The budget for next year is set. The objective is to
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grow by about 20% on the Sigma Kudos Group level

the largest, if not the largest supplier. The objective in

CEO Overview

with an unchanged level of profitability. The Business

Sweden is to grow by over 10% to secure our market

Area Information Logistics has the same targets,

position. The region of Linköping, Gothenburg, and

COO Column

that is, growth by 20% and an unchanged level of

Stockholm will grow the most. Linköping will have a

profitability.

new setup with the objective to more than double the

Christmas in SK
China
Finland
Sweden
Hungary
Ukraine

The budget is tough, but I strongly believe that the
coming period will be beneficial in terms of a good
market and an increased need for our services.

Revenue
EBITA
FTEs end of year

interviews with:
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Hossein Madanee

and Mälardalen. We are still in the process of defining
business scope in the southern and eastern branches.

2010

2011

221 MSEK

270 MSEK

11.5–12.5%

12.8%

ca. 320

386

A breakdown of the budget to the individual countries

Finland has recently gained the outsourcing in Nokia
Devices and, as a consequence, will be a more stable
business in the long term. No growth is forecast in
the budget for 2011 but it will be a natural next step
after signing the Nokia outsourcing contracts this
week to follow our plan to define our scope in the

shows a continuing high percentage of growth
in Hungary, China, and Ukraine, varying between

300

20‑35%. The objective is to achieve a substantial

250

growth in size in China and Hungary in the coming

200

year to make these operations financially strong

150

in the long term. Ukraine is already big enough to

100

manage strong financials, therefore, the objective

50

there is to increase the market share in order to get a
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intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

close to start up a new site in the region of Södertälje
our plans to grow into new markets or extend our

budget 2011 compared with
forecasted outcome in 2010
SK Group

business in 2011. Sigma Kudos Engineering Services is

position as one of the largest suppliers in the market.
Sweden has achieved a very strong position as one of
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Finnish market for the coming year. This work is set
to be done in the first half of next year.

COO Column

sigma kudos as a more active
player in social media

Christmas in SK

We are going to be a more serious player in using

China
Finland

social media as a channel for communication and
visibility. We have been a slow starter in this area,
but now it is time to be more active and smart
enough to define the right combination of tools

Sweden

that we are going to use. We will start on a smaller

Hungary

scale and gradually increase our activities. Hossein

Ukraine

the stakeholder within the group. He will act as a

Madanee has a lot of related experience and will be
catalyst to involve you or others.

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

As for me, I have lot of catching up to do too in the
field of social media. That may very well be my new
year resolution for 2011.

Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
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Carl Vikingsson, CEO
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Niklas Börjesson

has taken the lead on how to broadcast the project

coo, sk group π pulse concept

and Johan to get started.

status. The other unit managers can contact Chribbe

5

Ukraine
Hi Niklas, do you have any update about the work

There seem to be many activities around Agile way of

with the Pulse Concept?

working…

Yes, we have been aiming to display project status

Yes, many projects now run with some Agile “dialect”

information in connection with Pulse and other vital

and we have to align with that. Internally, we also

Dan Jarnerö

information on some common (TV) screens in the

intend to run the projects Agile.

Stephan Quist

projects and Andreas Lamkén has now found a

Hossein Madanee

Hopefully, we can start broadcasting next year.

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson
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team rooms. Our aim is to be able to select different
solution how to do this technically using Firefox.

Can we have this on all sites?
Yes, Chribbe and Andres are responsible to arrange
the hardware and IT needed. Johan Thornadtsson

For a while now, we have had a template in PMPoint
for Agile projects. Christine Gall and Ulf Nordstrand
are looking at some other tools and functions to see
what we can implement at Sigma Kudos. Christine
has also prepared a seminar about Agile in CPI
projects and she has held it in Gothenburg and in
Karlskrona.
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Though Christmas is not origi‑

Christmas in China

CEO Overview

nated from China, you surely can

COO Column

there. From the skyscrapers to the small shops at the

Christmas in SK

ration can be found. Giant trees are erected in the

China
Finland

feel the holiday spirit here and
corner, every color and stature of Christmas deco‑
shopping plazas, hotels, and office buildings. Dazzling
Christmas lights hanging from apartment buildings
dim the bright street lights. Stores and restaurants
are full of staffs donning Santa hats are easy to spot.

Sweden
Hungary
Ukraine

Christmas is not a religious holiday observed by
many Chinese, even though the population of
Christians in China has doubled in the recent decade.
It is, however, becoming a phenomenally popular

interviews with:

commercial holiday. Shops give out holiday promotion

Håkan Karlsson

their menu to scoop a share from the holiday spirit.

and restaurants put multicultural Christmas dinner on
Attendance at Christmas Eve mass has also become

Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
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more popular in recent years. With each passing year,
the Chinese public is becoming more conscious about
the significance of Christmas, and more and more
people are beginning to participate and immerse
themselves in the spirit of Christmas celebrations.
To the new generation, Christmas is a holiday to have
fun and going out instead of spending time with
family like it in the west. Here in China, Christmas is
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more lavishing and fun. Friends exchange Christmas

CEO Overview

cards and presents, and go to parties in western

COO Column

delighted movie. Teenagers sneak into a mass to

Christmas in SK
China
Finland

style. Couples go out for a fancy dinner and a
anticipate the merry spirit.
Though Christmas is largely celebrated by the new
generation, the merry spirit and the auspicious red
dress worn by Santa Clause, which coincidentally
means happiness and luck in Chinese culture, is also

Sweden

welcome by older generation as well.

Hungary

Even before the strong influence of the western

Ukraine

Christmas Carol by Charles Dickens and The Little

culture in the recent decades, the vivid story in A
Match-seller from Anderson’s fairy tale spawned

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

every Chinese youth’s imagination about Christmas.
Though there weren’t any stockings and presents,
kids and adults alike are looking forward to the

Dan Jarnerö

upcoming holiday season with great joy, since the

Stephan Quist

of the Chinese Spring Festival.

Hossein Madanee

arrival of Christmas surely signifies the approaching

Recent economic development and western culture
influence have christened the big city like Shanghai
and Beijing with ever proliferating Christmas tradition.

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

Some families are starting to celebrate the Christmas
the western way. Having a family dinner, exchanging

gifts, and enjoying a warm family communication are
all part of the activities as well.

fun facts about chinese christmas
Macau, Hong Kong and Taiwan are the only three
places in China that have an official holiday for
Christmas. However, for Taiwan, Christmas day
actually is a day off for their constitution day, which
is on 25th December, 1946, though everyone treated it
as a Christmas day off.
The messiah of the Chinese communist party,
Chairman Mao, is born one day after Christmas day,
on 26th December, 1893.
Fred Zhen, Administrator/Consultant
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Christmas in Finland
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Snow, idyllic candle light and peaceful and relaxed

Christmas in SK

when thinking about Christmas in Finland. A country

China
Finland

moments with the family are the first images in mind
far up north celebrates Christmas on the darkest
time of the year, candles and glittery snow bringing
light and creating a sentimental feeling for people
disengaging themselves from everyday life.

Sweden
Hungary
Ukraine

Traditionally, Christmas has been a devout feast day
in Finland. Although, the religious meaning of the
celebrations is gradually fading away, the general
ambience is still tranquil. The all American overjoy is

interviews with:

far away, and the whole country settles down for the

Håkan Karlsson

feeling if you visit the graveyards and see the ocean

Christmas time. You might enjoy the most peaceful
of candles which people have lit up for their diseased

Dan Jarnerö

family members and friends.

Stephan Quist

The Christmas officially starts on Christmas Eve, the

Hossein Madanee

and the highlight of Christmas in Finland. A Christmas

24th December which is also the main celebration day
peace is declared for whole Finland at 12 o’clock in

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
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the noon, and many families follow the declaration
on TV after or before eating the first Christmas dish,
rice porridge. The tradition is to put one almond in
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the porridge pot to bring good luck for the family

believe that Santa Claus lives in Korvatunturi, near

Sweden

member who gets it on his plate.

the Arctic Circle in Finland. Every Christmas Eve he

Hungary

Food is of course a major part of Christmas

Ukraine

celebrations in Finland. After eating the rice porridge,
the preparations for the Christmas meal can also

visits all the families and gives nice presents to those
who behaved well during the year. For bad behaviour
he only gives brushwood.

interviews with:

start. The Finnish Christmas meal consists of ham,

The traditional Finnish sauna is also an important

vegetable casseroles made of potatoes, carrots and

part of Christmas celebrations. In the old days it was

Håkan Karlsson

swedes, various fish dishes, beetroot salad and much

a common belief to stay silent in the Christmas sauna

more. For the dessert, Finns eat Christmas pastries

in order to minimize the amount of mosquitoes

filled with plum marmalade, gingerbread and – as

and other insects during the next summer. It is

many other countries – chocolate. Christmas food is

also widely common to first warm up in the heat of

normally eaten for at least two or three days after

sauna, then go out and rumble naked in the snow

Christmas Eve as well. The ham is often so big that it

and run back to sauna to warm up again. After the

provides enough meat so that one can make even a

sauna, you feel so relaxed that it is nice just to sit in

pea soup from it on Epiphany (6th January).

candle light, read a book, have some chocolate and

Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
all information included in this
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After the Christmas meal, it is time to start waiting
for Santa Claus. As many of you might know, we

enjoy the scent of a Christmas tree.
Marjukka Mattila, Finance Administrator
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Christmas in Sweden

China

Christmas time is the time of the year with
the highest expectations! Everyone is looking
forward to nice family dinners, happy
children, hopefully lots of snow, typical
Swedish ”julbord” and Santa Claus, of course.

Finland

In Sweden the Christmas preparations start early.

COO Column
Christmas in SK

Sweden

At the beginning of December we put up Advent

Hungary

candlestick was a Gothenburg invention from 1934.

Ukraine

Candlesticks in the windows. The first Advent
The inventor was called Oscar Andersson, however,
it took over 60 years for him to get recognition for

interviews with:

this, since his manager Werner Simonsson took credit

Håkan Karlsson

feature that lights up the dark, cold, wintery Sweden.

for his brilliant invention. The candlestick is a nice
Today it varies in many different shapes and colors.

Dan Jarnerö

Another Christmas tradition is connected to 13th De‑

Stephan Quist

cember, when we celebrate Lucia. Here in Sweden the

Hossein Madanee

children prepare for the Lucia procession usually held

Lucia celebrations start early in the morning, when
at their school or kindergarten. Most girls dress up

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

in long white gowns tied with a red sash wearing a
crown of leaves with lit candles but they can also
dress up as little Santa’s or Gingerbread men. Parents
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are welcome to watch as the children sing Christmas
carols. The celebrations end with a traditional “fika”
usually with coffee and saffron buns.
However, the origins of this tradition are not in
Sweden, but in Syracuse, Italy around 304 A.D.
According to the Sicilian legend, Lucia's mother, a
wealthy lady, had been miraculously cured from an

The grand finale is Christmas Eve on 24th December

illness. Lucia, a Christian, persuaded her mother in

when family comes together to eat and open

thankfulness to distribute her wealth to the poor.

Christmas gifts. Since 1960 Donald Duck has been

Sweden

So, by candlelight, the mother and daughter went

regular on Swedish Christmas programming, in the

about the city secretly ministering to the poor of

timeless classic From All of Us to All of You a Merry

Hungary

Syracuse. Unfortunately, this was during the last great

Christmas. A record 50% of the population watches it.

persecution of the Christians. The pagan young man,

That means nearly 4–5 million people watching TV at

to whom Lucia was engaged, took a dim view of this

3 o’clock on 24th. Call us traditionalists but it’s quite

interviews with:

distributing of her dowry, and denounced her to the

convenient for the host of the “julbord” to put the

prefect, who ordered that she be seized and tortured.

guests in front of Donald Duck while preparing the

Håkan Karlsson

Miraculously, when neither boiling oil nor burning

food. A traditional Swedish ”julbord” contains among

pitch had the power to hurt her, she was blinded

many things, pickled herring in all kinds of different

and slain with a sword. Her martyrdom is recorded

flavors, smoked and/or marinated salmon, meat balls,

in ancient sources and in an inscription found in

ham, knäckebröd and so on. Shortly after dinner, Dad

Syracuse. How or when this legend and tradition

has to go buy a newspaper. This is something that

came to Sweden, no one knows. With the spread of

is very common in Sweden and anyone could think

Christianity to Sweden, missionaries may have told

that the newspaper industry would make a big profit

the story to inspire new converts, but that’s just one

on Christmas Eve but truthfully, Dad returns as Santa

of many theories.

and the children’s eyes are sparkling…

China
Finland

Ukraine

Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
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Linda Gustafsson, Administrator
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Christmas in Hungary

China

In Hungary, Christmas Eve is celebrated on
24th and Christmas Days are celebrated on
25th and 26th. Of course, there are several
traditions and customs related to this holiday
in our country.

Finland

The fourth Sunday before the holiday is the beginning

COO Column
Christmas in SK

Sweden

of the Advent season. It also means the start of the

Hungary

Christmas. There is a related custom to this event,

Ukraine
interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

New Year for the Church, and the preparation for
which is wreath making. As Christmas is coming,
on each Sunday a candle is lit on the wreath, and
Hungarians start to await for Jesus.
There were also many folk traditions around
Christmas. Although many of these traditions

Dan Jarnerö

disappeared from real life in the past few decades,

Stephan Quist

meet these customs. One of the most significant

Hossein Madanee

13th December. Saint Lucy was a Catholic saint, her

there are some small villages where we can still
was the Day of “Luca” (Lucy), which is celebrated on
name means “light”, so she is the patron saint of

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

the blind and those with eye-trouble. According to
folk traditions, on 13th December, women started to
photo: flickr, zedspics
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make a chair from wood, which had to be ready for

CEO Overview

Christmas evening. If someone steps on this chair in

COO Column

who is the witch.

Christmas in SK
China
Finland

the church during the mass of Holy Night, he can see

On 24th December, pinewood is placed into a
Christmas tree stand, and then it is trimmed with
ornaments, fondant candy and lights. In many
families children are told that the Christmas tree
is decorated by angels, while they are sleeping in

Sweden

the afternoon. Children enter the room only when
their parents ring a bell, signalling that "little Jesus"

sweet bread filling with walnuts or poppy seeds.

Hungary

arrived. Family members sing Christmas songs

Besides this, candies, snacks and biscuits are also

together, they open their presents, and then time is

found among the desserts.

Ukraine

ready for the Christmas dinner, which means that

At night people go to the church where midnight

interviews with:

traditional meals are served on the Christmas table,

Håkan Karlsson

some candies.

Dan Jarnerö

According to customs and traditional Christmas

oust bad spirits with making noise and wearing

menus, the first meal is usually some kind of fish. It

masks. It is also the time for playing Bethlehem when

Stephan Quist

can be fish soup or fish sticks, maybe marinade. The

people play the nativity scene, with the characters of

following meal is the main course: the most popular

shepherds, angels, Mary, Joseph and baby Jesus.

Hossein Madanee

one is stuffed cabbage, but it also can be Christmas

which is decorated with pine branch, ornaments and

turkey or roast goose. The garnish depends on the
all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

main course, for fish and fried or roasted meat it can
be baked potato, mashed potato or rice. The most
traditional dessert at Christmas night is beigli. It is

mass is served. On 25th and 26th people visit their
relatives and celebrate the holiday together. The
purpose of these customs on Christmas Day is to

From Christmas Day a new holiday session starts, and
takes until Twelfth Night, 6th January, which is the end
of the holiday season.
Tünde Takács, Junior Technical Writer
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Christmas in Ukraine

COO Column

The Ukrainian Christmas festive days start on

Christmas in SK

the Soviet time, Christmas was not officially

China
Finland

6th January, according to the Julian calendar. During
celebrated in Ukraine. Instead, the communist
government tried to substitute Christmas with the
holiday of the New Year. Despite this, people could
not forget their traditions and after Ukraine gained

Sweden

its independence in 1991, they started to celebrate

Hungary

Christmas officially as well.

Ukraine

There are numerous Christmas traditions here.
Godparents usually visit their godchildren and greet

interviews with:

them with presents, candies and traditional Christmas

Håkan Karlsson

Vechir” (Holy Evening) sometimes also called “Sviata

food. The Christmas Eve is called in Ukraine “Sviatij
Vecheria” (Holy Supper).

Dan Jarnerö

When children see the first Star in the eastern

Stephan Quist

evening sky, which symbolizes the star of the Three

Hossein Madanee

cook some tasty foods for this evening. There should

Wise Men, Sviata Vechera may begin. People usually
be at least 12 different foods on the table. Those

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

should be mandatory including “Kutia” – the ritual
food which is prepared from cooked wheat and
special syrup containing diluted honey, grated poppy
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seeds, raisins and sometimes walnuts. Other meals

Amongst the Christmas traditions, there is an ancient

include baked potatoes, various pies, dumplings,

ritual done after Christmas Day when monster-

different vegetable salads and pickles.

masked people scare people. They rise to fight and

For this evening, people install and decorate

defeat them in a symbolic fight between good and
evil.

Sweden

Christmas trees in their houses – sometimes they
are called also “Novorichna Jalynka” which translates

In Ukraine, church services start before midnight on

Hungary

New Year’s fir tree. There is another tradition in some

Christmas Eve and continue until Christmas mornings.

regions of Western Ukraine. People decorate the table

Here, children wait for Father Frost, a Santa Claus-like

with “Didukh” – a sheaf of oats or wheat of special

figure, to bring them gifts riding a sleigh hauled only

shape: with four legs and numerous little bundles. It

by three reindeers. He is said to be assisted in his

symbolizes prosperity for next year.

journey by another character named Snowflake Girl,

Ukraine
interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

Halloween is not celebrated in Ukraine but some

who wears a silver blue costume trimmed with white
fur and a snowflake-like crown.

Dan Jarnerö

similar traditions are performed here for Christmas.
That evening children come around their neighbors

7th January is the time when the whole family gathers.

Stephan Quist

with torches and sparklers spreading grains and

After talking and eating a lot, in the second half of

colored seeds. They wish people good health and

the day, people put on special costumes, go outdoors

Hossein Madanee

abundant harvest for next year and ask for some

and start Christmas festivals. They wear beast-skins

donations. They also perform some Christmas songs

and horns and run around the town, trying to frighten

called “Koliadky” or “Shchedrivky” in different parts

all the residents, and having good fun.

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
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of Ukraine. They sound like: “Joy, Earth, Joy. The Son
of God was born.”

Valery Krasovsky, Eclipse SP COO
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Håkan Karlsson
sigma group ceo π past, now, future
16

Ukraine
It has been a challenging year after the deep financial

There is always a need for improvements in an

crisis. What is your view on 2010 in general?

operation like as ours. What improvements are you

I think we definitely managed to recover from the

the most satisfied with in 2010?

financial crisis and that we, during 2010, began to

Two things spring to my mind. First of all, I really

Dan Jarnerö

see the light at the end of the tunnel. I also believe

appreciate how everyone came through and helped

that there is no way back after a recession since the

Sigma lower our costs due to the recession last year

Stephan Quist

market is constantly changing and what we can see

and our loss of revenue. Not only did we lower our

now is a change in customer behavior. This is normal

costs but we managed to do it in a very short time.

Hossein Madanee

at the end of each recession and it keeps us on our

Second of all, I am satisfied with how well we've

toes.

managed to collaborate.

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.
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Ukraine
interviews with:

There is still room for improvements. What new areas

Sigma is organized in two business areas, IT &

do you believe will be necessary to shape up in the

Management and Information Logistics. Starting with

coming year 2011?

IT & Management, what can you see as the biggest

Dan Jarnerö

When it comes to the whole Sigma group, I see our

challenge and opportunity in 2011?

biggest challenge in raising prices to adjust back the

The biggest challenge for the business area IT &

Stephan Quist

price cuts we were forced to in 2009. I also believe

Management is to find and apply a more efficient

we need to focus on and improve our employer

way of working and also to be able to charge higher

Hossein Madanee

branding. With this, I mean that we need to take

prize for our deliveries. Also, IT & Management still

better care of our employees as well as making Sigma

has a bit to go to reach our desired profitability.

Håkan Karlsson

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

the most attractive employer on the market.

The biggest opportunities, for IT & Management, are
that our customers really value our way of delivery

cover
CEO Overview

and that there is an increasing demand of our

If you became a consultant for a week, which

services. We have a great range of services and great

assignment would be your dream assignment?

possibilities lie within.

I would be a project manager for a new customer in a

COO Column

new market segment within CPI.

Christmas in SK

What will be your best memories from 2010 when it
comes to Sigma?

China

I have a lot of really good memories but one that
sticks out is The Diamonds Awards and when I went

Finland

through the list of nominations. It makes me really

Sweden

glad and proud to see all these fantastic projects that

Hungary

we have delivered to our customers. I am also proud

Ukraine

past years, has managed to turn around and take

that Sigma Kudos, in spite of difficulties during the
a top-notch position within information logistics.

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson
Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee

Thanks to all you committed and competent coAnd what is the biggest challenge and opportunity for
Information Logistics?
The challenge, for Information Logistics, is to be able
to charge for our services based on customer value.
There are many opportunities but I see that Sigma
Kudos has an excellent platform to keep growing
with good profitability. I see a solid foundation of
competence, defined processes and best practices all

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

combined with real customer value.

workers!
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Dan Jarnerö
system architect for kockums π kockums – a new challenge
19

Ukraine
Dan, what assignments are we doing for Kockums?

ensuring that we build the right functionality into our

We are helping Kockums with all their Information

solutions according to Kockums’ current state and

Management solutions. The biggest project we have

goals. All the solutions that we build for Kockums

accomplished for Kockums is the implementation of

and what others are building must function together.

Dan Jarnerö

their technical documentation system (TIPS), their

Also, we have to bear in mind business requirements,

technical information viewer (DIS) and an intranet

information management strategy and the existing

Stephan Quist

and information management platform based on

technology platform. As a project manager, I am also

Oracle UCM. We also do support and maintenance

responsible for budget and personnel. I am also an

Hossein Madanee

work on these systems.

ambassador for our projects. This has become more

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

and more important, as we have to handle local
all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

What is your role in these assignments?

politics at the customer site, in our own organization

I work as a system architect and a project manager

and with our customer’s customer in order to create

for Kockums. This means that I’m responsible for

the right circumstances to be successful.

cover

How long have you been working for Kockums?

related to Kockums business and their Information

CEO Overview

I have been working for Kockums since I started

Management Solutions. We know more about

at Sigma Kudos 2004. Before that I also did some

Kockums Information Management solutions than

COO Column

assignments for Kockums as a consultant at another

they do themselves. We will continue to develop our

consulting company.

competence in relevant systems and technologies. We

Christmas in SK
China
Finland

always work hard to keep them happy as a prioritized
How many Sigma Kudos consultants work with

customer. We also have a good relationship and keep

Kockums?

tight communication going with Kockums CTO. We

Today we are seven consultants at Kockums. Christian

meet on a regular basis in our joint steering group

Strand, Jens Nilsson, Paul Andersson, me and three

four–six times a year.

Sweden

colleagues from Sigma Exallon working as Database

Hungary

Administrators and Linux Support Personnel. We have

What is Sigma Kudos’ biggest challenge in developing

also done some technical information assignments

Kockums as a customer?

Ukraine

from our Karlskrona office.

Keeping our dialogue open, and maintaining the
mutual trust that we have built together. It is a

Håkan Karlsson
Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
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Why do you think Kockums will continue to hire

challenge to always deliver at top quality, on time

Sigma Kudos as their supplier of Information

and within the budget. We also have to take the

Management solutions?

opportunity to follow Kockums abroad, as their

I think there are several reasons for that. To start

business is becoming more and more international.

with, we have gathered a great amount of experience

To start with, helping them in their larger projects
photo: Kockums AB

interviews with:

based on back agreement offers a great chance.
Kockums strikes me as a kind of shipyard. What are
they doing more precisely?
Kockums build and maintain naval and civilian
surface vessels and submarines. They have also
developed the Stirling Air-Independent Propulsion
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(AIP) system, an engine that is used in

CEO Overview

submarines, and can be used to transform

COO Column

products are the Kockums Submarine Rescue

Christmas in SK

This year, the company has started a very

China
Finland

solar energy from solar panels. Other
System and some mine clearance systems.
big project to develop a new submarine for
the Swedish Defence. Kockums submarines
are reputed to be the best in the world. The
operations are based in Sweden in Malmö, at

Sweden

Muskö and in Karlskrona. Kockums is part of

Hungary

the ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems.

Ukraine

What is the biggest difference between
Kockums and other customers you have

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

worked for?
Kockums develops very complex and highly
specialized products in short series and

Dan Jarnerö

run very big and complex projects. This

Stephan Quist

and Information Management Solutions.

Hossein Madanee

technical documentation are very complex

is highly reflected in their IT-environment
For example, the systems TIPS and DIS for
to implement and maintain. This is very

all information included in this
newsletter is confidential, and is
intended for internal sigma kudos
use only.

demanding on us as a supplier. Kockums
also has very high security requirements.
photo: Kockums AB
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Stephan Quist
information engineer π product information discipline driver
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Ukraine
Hi Stephan, I know you have several roles and

I am also a member of the Ericsson global CPI

assignments currently. Please tell us about them.

discipline team, and that gives me and Sigma Kudos

Here at Ericsson in Karlskrona, my primary role is, on

a possibility to permanently contribute to the entire

the one hand, working as the product information

process of product information development within

Dan Jarnerö

discipline driver for a solution area within Ericsson

Ericsson.

Stephan Quist

hand, working as a customer product information

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

Hossein Madanee
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called revenue management, and on the other
coordinator for three software products.

I think it is important in my role to have this mix of
both working with major improvements for Ericsson
globally and at the same time making sure that I

In my role as the PI discipline driver, I am

know how these changes affect our technical writers’

responsible for all processes, methods and tools

daily work and performance.

used for producing product information at Ericsson in
Karlskrona.

cover

Working with the PI discipline Business Unit

development process. I definitely think that efficient

CEO Overview

Multimedia (BMUM), revenue management must be

communication will be a key factor.

COO Column

challenges for the PI discipline?

Christmas in SK

it.

very interesting. In what areas do you see the biggest
There are two main challenges ahead of us, as I see

The second one is customer feedback. We need to
know exactly how the customers use the product
information. It sounds simple, but it isn’t.

The first one is Agile development, and making

In Karlskrona you are one of the “FOA” customers for

sure that we are able to continue to produce high

DocPolice. What is your experience of DocPolice so

quality product information for all products. To do

far?

Sweden

this, we need to spend less time on administrative

DocPolice is a great addition to the editorial review

work, and more on producing content. It also

process in our Ericsson assignments. It provides us

Hungary

requires efficient methods, tools and also efficient

with an easy-to-use tool that optimizes the editorial

cooperation within each project throughout the entire

review steps in our delivery process.

China
Finland

Ukraine
interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson
Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
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What do you think will be the biggest customer

we hope to receive more improvement suggestions

CEO Overview

values with DocPolice?

and increase the user experience.

COO Column

our deliverables towards Ericsson, and we will be

How will it work?

able to measure the improvements we perform over

When customers use the product information, they

Christmas in SK

time.

will be able to highlight any content in a document,

China

I hope this tool will help us increase the quality of

and easily place a note in that document explaining
You are one of the initiators for the functionality of

what changes they would like to suggest on that

the “notes” function (feedback channel). What is the

piece of information. That information can then be

purpose with it?

used by the technical writers, to change and improve

Sweden

The purpose of the “notes” function is to move the

the product information. In the first phase, this

Hungary

development of product information at Ericsson closer

functionality is only implemented for internal Ericsson

to the needs of the customers. Through the direct

users, but we hope to also implement this function

Ukraine

interaction with the users of the product information,

for all external customers.

Finland

interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson
Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
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Hossein Madanee
project manager π sigma kudos to intesify social media presence
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Ukraine
interviews with:

Håkan Karlsson

Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?

You are going to help us with social media in the

I have been working as a consultant and project

Sigma Kudos Group. Can you explain briefly what are

manager at Sigma Kudos since 2003. I am passionate

social media and what they can be used for?

about web strategy, social media, Content

Dan Jarnerö

Management Systems (CMS), and user experience.

Stephan Quist

with several clients, helping them with their web and

Hossein Madanee
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In my free time, I run my own company, working
social media strategy.

The best way to define social media is to break them
down. The media are instruments of communication,
like newspapers, websites, or radio stations,
so social media would be social instruments of
communication. Social media marketing has exploded

I have also created two of Scandinavia's largest

on the scene, and now everyone is struggling to get a

portals for the minorities. My greatest interests are

company presence on Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook,

playing football, cooking, and spending time with my

or through blogs.

wife and three-year-old son.
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Almost every strong brand and business is currently

few weeks. We need to answer several important

using social media. Social media aren’t only a great

questions before we start.

interviews with:

tool for networking and online marketing. Companies

Håkan Karlsson

with potential employees, attract new hires, build

are using these tools more and more to connect
brand-awareness, improve internal communication,

Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist
Hossein Madanee
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engage their employees, and research prospective
employees.

++ What are we trying to accomplish?
++ Why social media?
++ Which are the best social media tools to help us
best achieve our goals?
++ What is our strategy to encourage participation?
++ How are we going to measure the results?

What do we need to decide before we start?

How do you think the SK Group will benefit from

The best and smartest way, in my opinion, is to slow

using social media?

down and devise a social marketing strategy first.

As I said before, social media are a great tool for

This is what I have been working on in the past

networking and online marketing, finding potential

26
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employees, attracting new hires, building brand-

How will you be involved?

CEO Overview

awareness, and engaging our employees.

I will ensure that we follow the strategy and be

COO Column

What about the risks and how can we avoid them?
I have run a risk analysis and identified several risks

How can other members in Sigma Kudos get involved?

Christmas in SK

such as low participation, lack of interaction, off-topic

I will need everyone's help in the company with

content, lack of resources working with social media

feedback, suggestions, participation, and commitment

in the company, clashes with other strategies within

to make this venture a success. I encourage anyone

the company, negative comments or contents that

who has ideas to contact me.

China
Finland

responsible for the initiative.

will affect our brand and target the wrong audience.

Sweden
Hungary
Ukraine

That is why we need to have a clear strategy to
handle these issues before we start so that we can
avoid the risks.

interviews with:

What will be the starting point in the Sigma Kudos

Håkan Karlsson

I have worked hard to develop a strategy, and we

Group?
have decided to exclude blogs from our approach,

Dan Jarnerö
Stephan Quist

and instead focus on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn
for starters.

What are your expectations and objectives?
Social media marketing is very popular and generates
lots of hype these days. However, we must be aware
that this will not instantly bring a whole slew of new
business leads knocking on our door and work like
magic for us. Social media marketing should be a
complementary piece of the puzzle to an overarching,
integrated marketing plan. We have several objectives
as I have mentioned earlier, so I suggest we start
with a clear strategy and evaluate our progress after
a while.

Hossein Madanee
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